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Lysis Financial Overview
Reshaping CLM and Financial Crime Compliance

Lysis Financial has been implementing KYC 
systems since 2005 and designing and 
implementing Client Lifecycle Management (CLM) 
Target Operating Models since 2007.

We combine deep domain expertise with 
comprehensive business analysis, intelligent 
technology usage and effective implementation.

We manage delivery using pragmatic change  
and programme management processes.

Summary of Lysis capability  
and track record

• Implementing KYC systems since 2005
• Designing and implementing CLM Target  

Operating Models since 2007

• Deep domain expertise
• Comprehensive business analysis skills
• Effective implementation
• Intelligent technology usage
• Pragmatic change and programme management

• Business analysts
• Operating model and solution designers
• Implementors/testers
• Change / programme managers
• PMO

• Client On-boarding Target Operating Model
• Global Client On-Boarding optimisation
• iMeta Implementation
• Global CLM System implementation
• CLM Systems Selection and Implementation
• Unique Customer List for GoldTier Implementation
• Global Banking Secrecy and Data Security
• Global KYC Policies and Procedures

Track record

Skills & Experience

Resources

Case Studies
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Client Lifecycle Management model

SALES DUE DILIGENCE SET-UP LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT
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PROCEDURES

SYSTEMS

DATA

Initiation KYC Credit Client accounts
/portfoliosDocs Off-board

Regulation  

 

Global CLM workflow system

Single customer view 
Unique client list

Client list integration

Classification data: MiFID, 
EMIR, Dodd Frank, etc

KYC data: including
reconciliation and integration 

Lifecycle MI 
(Management Information)

Global KYC
Policies

and
Procedures

Local
AML/KYC policies 
and regulatory 
classification 

Global
AML

Policies

Global Banking Secrecy and 
Data Security

Banking 
Secrecy & Data 
Security Policy

Benefits Delivery, Change, Programme and Project Management

Global KYC system Global KYC system

CRM data

Organisation Clients Process
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Understanding the full end to end process and associated functions is the key to ensuring efficient 
and effective client lifecycle management.
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Functions: Client Onboarding Client Lifecycle Map

On-boarding processes
can be represented as 
sequential workflows

Onboarding processes are better understood as a set of potentially parallel workflows
depending on the drivers and constraints of the institution involved
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At Lysis we have developed a best practice Client Lifecycle Model which 
can be applied to ensure all elements of the ecosystem are considered
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Client On-Boarding (COB) processes can be represented as sequential workflows. They are better 
understood as a set of potentially parallel workflows depending on the drivers and constraints of  
the institution involved:

The process, systems and data architecture required to support a global financial services firm with 
its CLM requirements is complex and the global governance of such an architecture is difficult to get 
right. By using best practice models developed in delivering practical solutions we can accelerate the 
evaluation and implementation of process and technology for our clients.
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Operating Models Policies and Procedures

Our holistic approach considers the following key focus areas:
• Clients (number, location, complexity, service levels)

• Organisation (people, structure, shared services strategy)

• Controls (including governance, ownership, risk assessment, KPIs)

• Products (type, complexity)

• Technology (strategy, architecture, data)

• Geography (Location strategy, network, communication)

• Process (including workflow and  information management)

• Regulation, both current and future requirements

Key areas of focus include:
• AML and Financial Crime Prevention policies and procedures

• Global and local KYC/CDD policies and procedures

• Banking secrecy and Data security policies and procedures

We consider issues such as:
• Client out-reach models and client experience.

• Three lines of defence, internal organisation and reporting lines.

• AML Framework, Policies & Procedures.

• Staffing levels and the optimum balance of experts versus 

 more cost-effective personnel.

• Escalation models.

• In-house versus out-sourced, including KYC Utilities.

• On-shore versus off-shore (and near-shore).

• Effective data management across the CLM lifecycle.

• Banking Secrecy and Data Security requirements.

• Systems and workflow automation for both COB and KYC.

We consider issues such as:
• Three lines of defence, internal organisation and reporting lines.

• Escalation models.

• Global efficiency versus local compliance.

• The operational impact of different policy options.

• Banking Secrecy and Data Security requirements.

• The role of the policies, procedures and controls in the  
 firm’s Enterprise Risk Management Framework (EWRMF).

• The need to demonstrate “reasonable steps” under the  
 UK’s Senior Managers’ and Certification Regime (SMCR).

Our team includes former MLROs and compliance officers

We advise firms on the most effective operational strategy for executing CLM/COB/
KYC given the firm’s geographical coverage and customer mix and develop Target 
Operating Models and Road-maps to achieve the agreed strategy.

We are domain experts in AML, KYC, COB and CLM and have decades of experience 
of designing policies and writing supporting procedures to ensure compliance and 
operational efficiency.

Operational & Technological Strategies  to Streamline CLM and KYC Processes  and Generate Efficiencies

 MLR 2017 FOR 
FINANCIAL 
SERVICES

MONEY LAUNDERING, TERRORIST FINANCING AND FUNDS TRANSFER (INFORMATION ON THE PAYER) REGULATIONS 2017 [MLR 2017]Action required by UK Regulated Financial InstitutionsIn this paper, we explore the main changes proposed by the new Money 
Laundering Regulations and how these impact Financial Institutions.

Expert Governance, Risk& Compliance Consulting

The go-live date was 26 June 2017, when all firms subject to the regulations had to be compliant with the new requirements.
The regulator, FCA has got a lot tougher on non-compliance and 
all Financial Institutions (“FIs”) must ensure that they fully identify what risks they face and then, how they will ensure that 
their firm is complying with the regulations. Undertaking a regulatory rule mapping exercise that first identifies all the applicable rules and maps those back to the operational controls and governance is an essential first step. Without this foundation, a firm may find itself floundering when the supervisor comes calling.

The regulations are much more prescriptive

Removes the presumption of Simplified Due Diligence

Risk management and assessment is enhanced and must be documented

AML training is the 
responsibility of senior managers

The ability to rely on other firms is extended and now includes other regulated industries

PEP definitions have been extended

See a prioritised list of the changes in the 
conclusion section to ensure you are now compliant with the 

new regulations

INTRODUCTION

The most obvious change is that the MLR 2007 was 45 pages long and the new MLR 2017 is 118 pages long. In response to the growing complexity of financial crime prevention and the prevalence of money laundering, the regulations are more detailed and more prescriptive.

Although always part of the MLR 2007, there is now a greater emphasis throughout the new regulations that firms must take a risk-based approach and make risk-weighted decisions. It is now expected that firms have a more mature risk appetite statement that links to and drives operational decisions. Senior managers are held accountable for these decisions and it is therefore important that detailed records are kept of decisions made and the rationale for them.

The MLR 2017 is structured in 11 Parts. 

SUMMARY

MLR 2017 now extends to purchasers as well as sellers of property but not to lettings

KEY CHANGES

TAKE ACTION NOW

Lysis Financial Ltd, Registered in England No. 4334419;  Registered office:  62 The Street, Ashtead, Surrey, KT21 1AT, United Kingdom

Lysis Operations (Edinburgh) Ltd,  Registered in Scotland No. SC539712;  Registered office:  4th Floor, 115 George Street, Edinburgh, EH2 4JN, United Kingdom 

Lysis Operations (Ireland) Limited, Registered in Eire No. 586809;  Registered office:  39 Fitzwilliam Place, Dublin 2, D02 ND61, Eire
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Systems Data

Lysis has been designing, building and implementing global CML/KYC systems since 2005. Lysis has been cleansing and integrating client data “islands” since 2008.

The Lysis CLM Innovations Lab:
• Provides a sandbox environment in which Lysis can test vendor systems against real-life   
 use-cases and realistic data.
• Is used to test different technology ideas (AI, Robotics, etc) with our technology partners.
The result is focused expertise on the strengths and weaknesses of the different vendor   
offerings and knowledge of how to implement them

We are also building software components to tackle issues  
such as MI and un-structured data.

The Lysis CLM Innovations Lab provides a sandbox environment  
in which Lysis can test vendor data sets against real-life use-cases.

Our expertise and track record includes:

• Design, build and implementation of several global KYC systems.

• Teams trained on the Fenergo system.

• Implementation of the iMeta system.

• Domain-expert business analysts to ensure a business  
 solution that meets the firm’s requirements.

• Change and programme management to ensure effective  
 embedding of the systems within the organisation.

Our expertise and track record includes:

• Integration of the wholesale client data sets for the world’s  
 largest cross-border banking merger.

• Development of unique client lists for multiple GoldTier  
 and other client golden-source implementations. 

• A proprietary Analytical Database tool designed for the  
 analysis of client-related data (CRM records, client records,  
 account records, transaction records) and the generation  
 of clean, unique-ID client databases. 

• Business analysis, change and programme management.

16
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Portfolio and Programme Governance
• Benefits-oriented delivery
• Programme design authority
• Programme budget management and reporting
• Senior stakeholder management 

Operations and IT change management
• Embedding workable change into the business
• Delivery of tangible business benefit on the ground

Lysis’ programme management and project portfolio governance services provide:

Our Approach 
Our focus on the delivery of benefits to the business (in addition to the achievement of pre-determined 
project tasks and the control of risk) enables us to work with you to deliver complex programmes in the 
context of changing business pressures.

A key feature of our programme / project methodology is to divide delivery into short
step-change improvements, enabling us to deliver a regular stream of targeted, visible benefits to the 
business whilst also retaining the flexibility to adjust future-steps as the environment changes.

Programme Portfolio 
Management (PPM)

Programme management 
• Programme planning using a practical mix 

of waterfall and agile techniques
• Management and execution of multiple  

linked projects
• Project administration and reporting

Since 2001, Lysis has run multiple major global change programmes including:
• 60-project Board-sponsored Section 166 for a FTSE100 financial services firm across all aspects of  
 Corporate Governance, Risk and Compliance.
• Integration of the KYC operations (organisation, people, process, technology, data) for wholesale clients  
 for the world’s largest cross-border banking merger. 
• Global Client On-Boarding Target Operating Model design and implementation across 60 countrie.s
• Set-up of a new off-shore operating centre for global KYC.

We shape and design change programmes via a series of workshops  
with stakeholders and then deploy effective programme planning  
and management techniques to structure  
and run the resulting activities.

Areas of focus include:
• Critical business functions, their priorities and needs and any Service Level Agreements  
 (or other time-based criteria) that should be met.
• End-to-end functional design.
• Outsourcing model covering proposed functions to be outsourced to industry utilities/ data providers  
 and those to be retained in house.
• Geo-location model including effective use of low-cost centres where viable.
• Organisational model including identification of roles and responsibilities and the relevant Senior  
 and Certified Manager roles under the SMCR.
• End-to-end process mapping across internal and 3rd-party entities.
• Risk management and controls mapping covering preventive and detective controls.
• Information model including use of industry-wide identifiers.
• Technology services and architecture.

Change
Management

Assess for Change

Prepare for Change

Plan for Change

Implement the Change

Sustaining the Change

SuccessChange 
Management
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The Client

The Challenge

The Solution

The Outcome

1

2

3

4
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CLM Cost-Maturity Curve

CASE STUDY 1
Client On-boarding Target 
Operating Model

Performance

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Foundation Emergent Established Maturing Optimised

Maturity

Cost

The Merger of the Two Global Investment Banks.

The two major global investment banks had their own set of systems, procedures 
and clients that needed integrating into the single bank whilst continuing to on-board 
their new clients.  The requirement was implementation of a single Client On-boarding 
organisational structure and alignment of systems & procedures to a single global policy.

Lysis provided experienced regulatory compliance and operational change consultants to 
devise a suitable single solution to meet business needs of the merged bank.

A Target Operating Model incorporating a strategic systems architecture was 
developed.  A System Integration Plan leveraging the best of the breed technology and 
working practices was produced.

Lysis then managed the execution of the programme over a 28-month timeframe.

The Target Operating Model was implemented globally.

Synergies including staffing and applications support were delivered.

Operational effectiveness through global enablement of efficient workflow solution was in 
place.  Reduced administrative burden on Front-Office sales-focussed staff was achieved.

Typically, an organisation will have 
only the basics in place but with very 
little automation of processes, a lack 
of global consistency and potentially 

gaps in controls and evidencing of 
regulatory compliance.

By addressing gaps in controls and 
introducing some automation, there 

will be an increase in cost in the 
short term. By embedding policy, 
process, technology and culture 

this will start to reduce over time.

A fully optimised organisation will 
have implemented an operating  

model including the use of modern 
technology applications to drive 

efficiency while ensuring ongoing 
compliance across the organisation.
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The Client

The Challenge

1

2

The Solution3

The Outcome4
The Outcome

The Solution

The Challenge

The Client1

2

3

4

CASE STUDY 2
Global Client On-Boarding 
optimisation

A global US securities house

The bank wished to enhance and streamline its client on-boarding processes, enhance its 
AML transaction monitoring capability and off-shore certain parts of its AML processing.  
The scope of this was the core Capital Markets business, Private Clients, Commodities, 
Futures and Corporate Banking.
At the same time the bank had to implement major regulatory changes including MiFID 
and the FSA risk-based approach.

A core team was established which focussed on:
 -  Client On-boarding and account opening, including resolving client and trader queries  
  relating to the account opening process, legal documentation, relevant regulator  
  requirements and other queries.
 -  Know Your Client (KYC) checks including sanctions and PEP (Politically Exposed Person)  
  checks.
 -  AML Transaction Monitoring and exception management.
 -  Identification and remediation of client files that did not meet the minimum acceptable  
  standard.
The team then off-shored parts of the processing to lower-cost locations and trained the
relevant personnel.
The team managed the implementation of MiFID and the regulator’s risk-based approach  
to money laundering and financial crime prevention.
The team developed and rolled-out an enhanced review process for the New York office 
based on the London process, but taking into account the complex Federal and State AML 
regulations in the USA.

A significantly enhanced and more effective AML capability.

CASE STUDY 3
iMeta Implementation

A major financial services company with global reach using the Lysis AML Managed 
Services to carry out all their KYC and CLM requirements.

To parameterise and implement a bespoke iteration of the iMeta Client Onboarding & 
Lifecycle Management system to meet specific business needs and requirements which 
underpin the CLM & KYC Managed Service.
 

We worked with the client to map-out and understand the AML policy in order to translate 
it into a workable workflow.
We helped design matrixes to assist in creating an accurate architecture which resulted in 
rules-based risk ratings.
Worked with the client and the software provider to produce a detailed and accurate 
Functional Specification document which specified the requirements and the components 
of the CLM system. 
Developed and tested the system to ensure it met the client’s requirements.
Successfully deployed the finalised iMeta solution to carry out the needs and 
requirements relating to Client Onboarding, KYC Remediation and On-Going Monitoring.

The client is live on a bespoke iteration of the iMeta system, including screens used by 
compliance and front office staff in the client’s offices. 
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The Client The Client

The Challenge

The Solution

1 1

2

3 The Solution3

The Challenge2

The Outcome

The Outcome

4
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CASE STUDY 4
Global CLM System  
Implementation

CASE STUDY 5
CLM Systems Selection  
and Implementation

The streamlining of global operations after the merger of two Global Investment Banks. A Global Wholesale Bank

To support a new global CLM Facilitation operation aimed at improving lifecycle 
management for the bank’s top tier clients.

The bank was running a number of global projects to satisfy Know Your Customer (KYC) 
requirements. The programme of work supported a global user base in excess of 1,100 in 
57 countries worldwide and covered the risk re-assessment of existing customers, new 
client take-on and customer lifecycle management.

The bank wished to select and implement a strategic, scalable, flexible client lifecycle 
management application that would be able to support the customer assessment 
requirements of its KYC and MiFID programmes as part of its Compliance framework.

Lysis provided a programme manager, project managers, a senior programme 
management officer (PMO) and lead business analysts (BAs) to work within the bank’s 
programme management team. Lysis resources provided extensive vendor management 
experience, coupled with deep experience of keeping complex programmes on track.
Working within this team Lysis personnel took responsibility for:
 - Top-level design of the CLM system.
 - Management of a 30-strong BA development and testing team.
 - Roll-out of the platform.
 - An integrated programme plan, integrated RAID Log, budget management and   
  programme reporting. 
 - Production of the technology development requirements.

Lysis provided a programme manager, a project manager, a senior project management 
officer (PMO) and a team of business analysts (BAs) to work within the bank’s KYC 
operations management team to define requirements. Lysis resources were selected to 
provide experience of investment banking compliance and operations. They additionally 
provided extensive vendor management experience, coupled with strong organizational 
skills and deep experience of keeping complex programmes on track.
Lysis personnel took responsibility for:
 - Requirements definition and Request for Proposal (RFP) creation.
 - Development of the methodology to be used for scoring the RFP responses.
 - Structured systems workshops for short-listed vendors.
 - Proof-of-concept.
 - Management of a 20-strong implementation team covering business analysis,  
  interface development and testing.
 - Roll-out, to tight regulatory deadlines, of the system to the global user-base.The bank successfully enhanced its client lifecycle management.

The bank successfully met its regulatory deadlines and has been able to provide cost 
effective IT support for its global KYC initiatives.
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The Client The Client

The Challenge The Challenge

The Solution The Solution

The Outcome

1 1

2 2

3 3

4
The Outcome4

CASE STUDY 6
Unique Customer List for GoldTier 
Implementation

CASE STUDY 7
Global Banking Secrecy  
and Data Security 

A global brokerage A major bank with two major trading entities both operating globally, multiple local 
subsidiaries around the world and with significant common customers across all entities.

The firm had bought multiple companies and brands in recent years and now wished to 
implement a new CLM platform and a golden-source customer data architecture.

The bank wished to reduce time-to-trade and processing overheads for new customers/ 
products for existing customers, many of whom operated across multiple entities globally.                           

Global and local banking secrecy regulations placed many constraints on sharing of client 
data across entities, making it very challenging to design an efficient on-boarding process. 

Lysis provided a team of client data analysts and used its proprietary Analytical Database 
to collate, analyse, cleanse and integrate client data from multiple sources to produce a 
unique global client record.
Lysis also linked transaction and account data to enable the firm to decide which were 
active clients and which were not.
Lysis then used the Analytical Database to develop a GoldTier-compliant record for each 
unique customer.  

Extensive work with global and local legal and compliance staff to design an operating model 
for on-boarding that maximised efficiency whilst ensuring compliance with the Banking 
Secrecy and Data Security legislation relevant to each operational jurisdiction and cross-
border scenario. 

Development of new terms of business for many of the entities to include revised Banking 
Secrecy and Data Security clauses. 

Design of a matrix-driven and parameterised data management model that enforced the 
operational model. 

Implementation of the model in global on-boarding systems and remediation of client data to 
ensure it would work within the model. GoldTier went live with a clean global client list.

Significant improvements in on-boarding times were achieved, enabling the bank to retain 
clients and capture new ones. 

Compliance with Banking Secrecy and Data Security legislation was improved due to 
better visibility of requirements and more effective systems support to aid compliance 
with them.
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The Client

The Challenge

The Solution

1

2

3

The Outcome4

CASE STUDY 8
Global KYC Policies  
and Procedures

A global bank following a huge cross-border banking merger.

Post-merger the bank had two separate Anti-Money Laundering (AML) / Know Your Client 
(KYC) organisations, policies and IT infrastructures.  These needed to be harmonised as 
part of bank integration.

Post-integration a streamlined, efficient and common KYC policy was required and 
this had to be implemented across 40 core locations globally, taking into account local 
requirements and those of three lead regulators.

Development of harmonised global minimum standard and local country uplift KYC 
policies and procedures to meet the requirements of the local regulators in each of  
40 core locations worldwide.

Implementation of the global minimum standard and local country uplifts in the global KYC 
platform.

Coordination of the activities required to achieve the programme’s objectives across Legal, 
Compliance, Operations and IT.  

The provision of content and thought leadership and the drafting of a number of key 
documents.

A harmonised policy was agreed and process and system changes designed to support it.

These were then rolled out globally in conjunction with the establishment of regional 
centres of excellence to support high-quality KYC execution.

“Our mission at Lysis is to be globally recognised 

for reshaping CLM and Financial Crime compliance”  

Jon Sweet, CEO



Lysis Financial provides services across Governance, Risk and Compliance, 
including Section 166 remediation, enterprise-wide risk management 
frameworks, design of client on-boarding and anti-money laundering target 
operating models and compliance policies and procedures to global financial 
institutions and other financial services companies, regulated institutions 
and industries.

www.lysisfinancial.com
info@lysisfinancial.com 

Lysis Operations is an innovative AML and KYC service company which 
operates globally, serving major global investment banks, financial services 
institutions and other regulated industries, including estate agency 
businesses. We provide qualified and experienced teams from our City of 
London Operations Centre and we can also scale across New York, Frankfurt, 
Dublin and Edinburgh, where we have an operational presence. We deliver 
efficient and cost-effective KYC and AML processing, remediation and client 
on-boarding. Our ability to scale to meet our clients’ needs is matched by our 
proactive and highly responsive customer service.

 www.lysisoperations.com
info@lysisoperations.com 

Lysis Academy provides comprehensive AML, and Governance Risk and 
Compliance training via Public and Bespoke Courses to individuals and to 
banks, financial services firms and estate agencies. The Public Courses, 
which are classroom-based, take place at our City of London headquarters 
and run regularly throughout the year. Our Bespoke courses can be delivered 
in-house or in clients’ offices worldwide. Lysis Academy also collaborates 
with Cass Business School Executive Education to deliver the Cass Post-
Graduate Certificate In Anti-Money Laundering. 

www.lysisacademy.com
info@.lysisacademy.com

Expert Governance, Risk

& Compliance Consulting

AML & CLM Processing

by Professionals

AML, Governance, Risk

& Compliance Training

ACADEMY

For more information about Lysis Financial, Lysis Operations or Lysis Academy, please contact us on:

+44 (0) 845 658 0008 or email info@lysisfinancial.com

Expert Governance, Risk

& Compliance Consulting

London: 125 Old Broad Street, London, EC2N 1AR, UK Tel: +44 845 658 0008

New York: 19 W34th Street, Suite 1018, New York, NY 10001, USA  Tel: +1 646 828 8264

Frankfurt: 1st Floor, An der Welle 4, Frankfurt am Main 60322, Germany  Tel: +49 69 75938410 

Dublin: Ground Floor, One Georges Quay Plaza, Dublin 2, Eire Tel: +353 1 9073297

Edinburgh: 9-10 St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh, EH2 2AF, UK Tel: +44 131 281 2131


